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Holy Cross

Manager Thomas of the relay team is right in the stand he has taken with regard to a race with Holy Cross at the Ivy A. games. Just why Holy Cross should desire to meet Tech at this particular time and place is somewhat of a question. Perhaps the answer is to be found in the result of the cross-country run on Field Day—perhaps not. At any rate, the Dartmouth relay race has always been a feature, not only of Tech's participation in the games, but of the games themselves, and we cannot see that there is much to be said in favor of changing the event in any way.

We should keep in mind the fact that we are now laying the foundations of things as they are to be at the New Technology. Men who are at present Sophomores will assume the New Technology. Men who are here owe much to the men who have gone before us building up a tradition and a spirit which we have only to maintain. It is no menial task which devolves upon us, but to see that what has meant so much to us is kept for the men who are to follow us in the NewTech.

The bulletin board that has been placed in the dressing room of the Gym, showing correct running position, is attracting a lot of attention. The middle distance runners are now being considered.

R. W. Bell '16, of the University of Maine, was elected captain of next year's cross-country team. He won second in the New England's this season and got second in the State Cross-Country Meet last year.

Wilson '14 led Wilkins '14 in a fast two laps yesterday. It seemed good to see the pair running together again.

The U. of M. is holding subscriptions for the running of its teams. At present the Association reports a total of $400. The money is needed for better equipment of the athletic field. The Hon. R. H. Blake of Bangor has been seriously considering building the grandstand.

W. A. Sullivan '17 ran a phone four laps yesterday in very good time.

M. A. C. started active work for an athletic field by a mass meeting at which the students subscribed or pledged a total of $201. The average pledge per man was about $4.50. Some spirit!

Twenty-four men were awarded their "B" seconds at Brown.

O'Hara '17 took a fast work-out yesterday, running the two laps in 49 flat.

Over twenty-seven all American teams have been picked by football authorities.
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